
Build YOUR Roadmap
In 16 modules, let us guide you to

maximizing your students' personal

leadership potential.

We start by considering and
defining what good leadership

means internally and externally.

We then consider and define what
Transformative Moments are and how

they directly impact our lives.

In a quick exercise, you will connect with
your close network, and gather eye-
opening insights on your strengths to
confidently kickstart planning for your

future.

Crafting your roadmap starts here.
You will begin the initial steps in
creating a vision for your future

and defining what personal
success really means to you.

A vision requires clarity. You’ll
empower yourself with the ability

and confidence to clearly
articulate your visions and

definition of success to others.

Learn to pinpoint and confidently
acknowledge the fears you will

need to manage on your path to
personal success.

You can’t achieve everything alone. 
 Learn to identify the unique strengths

in others, expand your network,
connect with people, and build your

supportive team.

Learn how to set measurable
and attainable benchmarks for

personal success with certainty,
while removing stress from the

equation.
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CONSTRUCT YOUR VISIONFIND YOUR UNIQUE STRENGTHS

WHAT IS LEADERSHIP?DEFINE TRANSFORMATIVE MOMENTS

CRYSTALLIZE YOUR VISION UNDERSTAND EGO, FEARS & MOTIVATION

LEARN TO ENROLL OTHERS SET GOALS

Start Here



 Request a quote for your class, school or district. 
 We'll connect to discuss any questions you have
(cost, implementation, demo, etc.). 
 No pressure. You decide when to start. We'll
create a memorable experience. 
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Start with a single step. Gain an
understanding of how to properly
set immediate, actionable steps
and position yourself to pursue

your goals and vision with
confidence.

Your behaviors may be working against
your progress. Learn how to avoid victim

behaviors, take accountability, and
identify opportunities that transform you

into a leader that garners respect.

How does your daily routine set you up for
success? Learn to build your perfect day,

protect your energy, and build your
leadership skills by asking powerful

questions with emotional intelligence.

True leaders make use of what
they are learning in every

moment.  Understand the power
of reflecting on lessons you learn

in your everyday moments.

Learn how to best practice
gratitude to preserve your inner

peace, precious energy, open new
doors, and celebrate your wins.

You are now equipped with empowering
lessons, a completed roadmap, and
newly discovered strengths to take
confident action toward powerful
leadership and personal success.
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APPRECIATE THE MOMENTLEVEL UP LEADERSHIP & CONFIDENCE

SET STEPSACCOUNTABLE OR VICTIM?

TAKE TIME FOR GRATITUDE DREAM BIG!
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Learning never stops. Gain clarity in
where you are at in the learning

process, the impact of your choices,
and how this leads to changed

behaviors and enhanced
opportunities.

How long does it take to master a skill,
talent, or strength? Learn to become

more efficient and focused to tackle your
visions and achieve mastery of your

unique strengths.

CHOOSE YOUR ACCIDENT SUCCEED WITH PRACTICE & FOCUS 

Get Started
 


